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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an Abelian p group, k a field of characteristicp, and E a k algebra. 
Butler [3] has shown that, if G is elementary, noncyclic, and of order at least 
16, then there exists a k(G) module whose endomorphism ring is a split 
extension of a nilpotent ideal by E. Hc uses this fact to prove the existence of 
modular representations of G with surprising pathologies. In this paper 
similar results are proved for Z, x Z, with p f 2, for Z, x 2, , and for 
Z, x 2, x 2, . The results therefore hold for any noncyclic p group with 
p + 2 (whether Abelian or not), and for any noncyclic Abelian 2 group of 
order eight or more. 
The finite dimensional modular representations of Zz x 2, are known [4] 
and do not fit into the same pattern. For example, let E’ be the truncated 
polynomial algebra over k’ (of characteristic 2) generated by commuting 
elements x and y which satisfy x 3 = y3 :m: 0. The endomorphism algebras 
of the finite dimensional indecomposable R’(Z, x 2,) modules may be Ical- 
culated from Conlon’s list [4]. None is isomorphic to a split extension of a 
nilpotent ideal by E’. On the other hand, given an integer n, any finite 
dimensional k’ algebra E can be realized in this way with a h’(Z, x Z, X: Z,)- 
[or Iz’(Z, x Z,)-] module of finite dimension greater than n. It seems 
probable that the non-Abelian 2 groups whose largest Abclian quotient is 
Za x Zz follow the pattern of Zz x Z, rather than that of the Abelian groups 
of order 8. 
Krugljak [8] has shown how, given inequivalent (finite dimensional) 
representations of any finite group G’ over a field K of characteristic p f- 2, 
it is possible to construct corresponding inequivalent representations of 
Z, x Z,, over h. Each such representation is indecomposable if and only if the 
corresponding representation of G’ is indecomposable. The constructions 
used in this paper may bc regarded as a simplification and extension of 
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Krugljak’s construction. There are also certain affinities with the work of 
Heller and Reiner [7]. 
The strategy of the present paper is similar to that of Butler’s paper [3]. 
In detail it is simpler and less general, though it covers cases which Butler’s 
treatment does not. In outline it may be described as follows. Let h be a field 
of characteristicp -# 2, A4 be a finitely generated k algebra and .d the category 
of right -4 modules. A subcategory Y.,, of the category 9’ of right k(ZD x Z,,) 
mod&s and functors r : .d --f Y./ , 1, : Y,, -+ .d are constructed with the 
property that L 3 ris naturally equivalent to Ida, . Further, the endomorphism 
algebra E[P(M)] of r(dl) is a split extension of a nilpotent ideal Jr(M)] by, 
a subalgebra n[r(M)] isomorphic to E(M), the endomorphism algebra of M. 
All direct summands of elements of 9, belong to Y>,, and both r and L 
commute with the formation of direct sums. Thus, given an A module 11~’ 
with a direct decomposition NI := @,,1 112, there exists a k(Z,, :< Zr!,,) 
module ,Y r(M) with direct decomposition L\r olil Xi, , such that 
The existence of k(%, x .ZJ modules with pathological decomposition 
properties is established by choosing for d the algebra A,(k) of 6 x 6 
matrices with zero everywhere except along the diagonal and the last column, 
where entries are chosen freely from K. It is shown in [5, I] that, if E is a 
k algebra (with mild cardinality restriction), then there exists a /l,(K) module 
M with E(M) g E. Butler [3] gives examples of choices of E which give rise 
to various pathologies of k(Z, x Zn) modules with his construction. The 
same choices of E lead to the same pathologies (described in Section 6) with 
the present construction. 
Very similar constructions are possible for k’(& x Z,) modules and 
k’(Zz Y Z, N 2,) modules, where h’ is a field of characteristic 2. These are 
given in brief outline in Sections 7 and 8. The corresponding minor changes 
in the results of Section 6 are indicated. 
All the modules constructed in this paper are representations of truncated 
polynomial algebras. Viewed in this way the constructions of modules (but 
not of the functor L) may be performed with the field k replaced by any 
commutative ring (see [5] for the existence of the required /I, modules). 
2. KRUGLJAK'S COMTRUCTION 
Krugljak’s construction starts from the fact that any vector space U (over 
a field R of characteristic p f 2) of dimension at least three can be made 
into a k(Z, x 2,) module in the following way. Write U = Ur @ U, @ CT, 
with Ui f 0, (; 1 1, 2, 3). Define the actions on U of the generators of 
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Z,, x Z, to be the automorphisms a and /3 represented by the matrices 
with 
4& = PI% (21.2) 
where, in each matrix, the ;i entry is a homomorphism from C’j to Uj , and 
1 Ir is the identity map on Ui , (i = 1, 2, 3). 
The further conditions 
ker (or n ker /3r = 0 (2.3) 
and 
up,p2 =: l,T 3 (2.4) 
are convenient in controlling the endomorphism algebra of the module, and 
will always be imposed. The K(Z, x 2,) module so constructed [and satis- 
fying (2.3) and (2.4) as well as (2.2)] will be denoted by (U, 01, p). 
In the sense of Heller and Reiner [7], (U, CL, p) is a module of height 3. 
It is in fact a representation of the truncated polynomial algebra in two 
commuting variables x (==a - 1) and y (= /3 - 1) satisfying x3 = x”y = 
XJ? == ya = 0. If the calculations which follow are interpreted as relating to 
representations of this algebra all restrictions on the characteristic of K may 
be dropped. However the present aim is to construct modular representations 
of 2, x Z, and so this point will not be stressed, and k will be a field of 
characteristic p f 2 throughout this paper. 
A R(Z, x 2,) module homomorphism of (C’, 01, /3) into (U’, a’, /I’) is a 
vector space homomorphism 0 : U ---f U’ which satisfies 
010 = @a’, po = qi?. (2.5) 
Any such homomorphism 0 can be written as a matrix (Bij)lc;i,jzg3 of homo- 
morphisms oii : Ui ---f U,‘. The conditions (2.3) [on (U’, iy’, ,B’)] and (2.4) 
[on ( Lr, LX:, p)] imply that the relatlons (2.5) are equivalent to 
Bij = 0 if I <Il. < i *C 3, 
oL& = tl,,a,‘, PlG2 = 4,P1’, (2.6) 
433 = h%‘, Iv33 = war (2.7) 
and 
a1e2, = e,,a,‘, PI43 = 4zPzl. (2..8) 
Thus hom[( U, 01, B), (U’, 01’, #)I is the direct sum of groups A and Z, where A 
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consists of “diagonal” homomorphisms of form 5 (H,J,. 1 3 which 
satisfy (2.6) and (2.7), and Z consists of “upper triangular” homomorphisms 
of form 0 = (of,)& r ~.j 3 satisfying (2.8). 
Similarly, by taking (C:‘, 01’, /3’) 1 (( ‘, a, ,R), it follows that the endomor- 
phism algebra E(U, o(, p) of (L’, 01, p) is a split extension of the nilpotent 
ideal J(C’, 01, /3) of endomorphisms of the form 0 ~- (S,,)r. zc,, :r which 
satisfy equations similar to (2.8) by the algebra /I( C;, a(, /3) of endomorphisms 
s =-- (O,,)* , :r which satisfy 
a.&,, ~~ B&x2 ) pso;33 == B&, . (2.7)’ 
Krugljak shows how to choose a and /3 so that D( C’, 01, B) is isomorphic to 
the endomorphism algebra of a /z(G) module (of finite dimension over lz) 
for any finite group G. Proposition I contains the essence of this construction, 
but with considerably simpler forms for a, and & . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let W be a vector space oz’er k and let p 7 {/L?: 1 -Cr: i x< 2nJ 
be an ordered set of endomorph&n of W. Let E( W, p) be the algebra of endo- 
morph&u of W which commute with each element of p. Then there exists a 
k(Z,, x Z,) module (C’, 01, /3) such that D( C;, rx, /‘!I) g E( W, p). 
Proof. Let F’ = I, @m I;, @, I -x b e a vector space over k with dim I-, ~~ 
dim I,, = n, dim I/‘, n J- 1 Let p, (1 C: i <, n) be a basis of Vr , 
‘Jo (1 5;; i < n + 1) be a basis of I,-, , and 7, (1 :c i < n) be a basis of V:r. 
Define homomorphisms yr : I’, + I, , 6, : 1,; -+ V, , yz : V, -> lit3 , 
and 6, : I’? + bT, by 
PiYl = Qiil> pisl = oi ) (1 5; i 5; ?I) 
“iYe = 12’ 
I <<i:< n 
i _ ,I ) ,, 
07s, == ;O,y 
i :- 1 
71 13 2 I, i < 12 1. 
Then ker yr = ker 6, ~~~ 0 and yrS, == Slys is an isomorphism from I,‘r 
to Ii, . It is easily verified that 11( I, y, 6) E /z. Hence, if C; = Ur + Uz @ ua 
with Vi = W @) Vi (i = 1, 2, 3) and 01’ = 1 w @ y, 13’ lW@6, then 
D( U, 01’, p’) z E(W), the algebra of vector space endomorphisms of IV. 
Define ai : lYz - CT,, &’ : C/i, - CT3 by, for all w E IV, 
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and 
Let ui -_ o(i’, 012 : o(?’ ;- E; , pi ~~ pr’, Pa = ,&’ ;- pi . Then conditions (2.2) 
(2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied and, if (Oii)r i 3 E D(C, 01, /3), it follows from 
(2.6)’ that O,, ~~ 8 @ 1 v, , H,, = 0 @ 1 V, where N E E(W). This implies 
that Eqs. (2.7)’ are equivalent to 
The first pair of equations are satisfied provided O:,, -~: H @ I v, , and the 
remaining pair are equivalent to 
8jLi = p,H 
Hence D( L’, 01, p) e E(IV, TV.). 
(I < i -< 272). 
It is clear that the construction could be modified in many ways to give 
other h(Z, >: Z,) modules with the required property. The module (U, 01, /3) 
constructed in the above proof will be denoted F(W, IA). The description of 
F( W, IA) involves a lot of detail not immediately relevant to it as a k(ZD x ZD) 
module. The following proposition shows that it is possible to recognize 
those modules which have that form (up to isomorphism). The proof shows 
how, for a module of appropriate form, W and TV may be constructed. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N be a k(ZD x Z,) module. Let a and b be generators 
of Zy x ZD and e be the identity of Z, x Z,, . Let x and y be the vector space 
endomorphisms of N induced by a - e and b - e, respectively. In order that N 
be isomorphic to F( W, p) for some W and p it is necessary and suficient that the 
following conditions be satisfied: 
(i) Nx3 Ny” = Nxy” = AWy = 0. 
(ii) Let C-, = ker .Y n ker y, and let Ul be a complement of ker my in 1V. 
Then xy 1 U, is an isomorphism of Cl onto U, . 
(iii) Let U, = U,x + 15’~ y. Then, as a vector space, N = U, @ Uz CD IT3 . 
(iv)LetXIU1=O1l,yIul=P1. Then the sequence {C,] of subspaces of C:, 
and C, de$ned inductively by 
C, = imolrnimp, 
C2,s = C,,~,ql n C&3;’ 
c2s+l = C2Pl c-7 C,,Pl 
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must terminate with C,, = 0, CT,-, + 0, for some integer 12. 
(17) c’, -= 6 xi ) [,T, :== g I.i ) 
i-l i-1 
where Sj (I 2-I i c< n) and 1, (1 2: i .z n + 1) aye isomorphic subspaces of N 
defined inductively by (a) if n :: 2r, then 
s, = c n---1 , 
YT-,? = Xr& ) xYT-,s-, = IFr-p;l, O<s<r-2 
Yr+,s = &+--1~1 9 s,., ~ : l-r+&1, O<S<Y--1 
1; = x1/3, ) r,m,, = x&a, . 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is easily verified. 
Suppose that the conditions are satisfied. Write x 1 Uz = 01~ , y iU, = pz . 
Then 01~ : Uz + Us , pz : Lrz + Us and c& =- /3r+ =: (.yy)i U, . Let Zi = 
xplpz (1 :,g i < n). Then CT, = ~&=, Zi , since .~y jU, : U, -+ C’a is an 
isomorphism. Since each of the spaces X, is isomorphic to C,-, , so also is 
each of the Zi . Further the definitions of the Xi, Y, , and Zi are by means of 
chains of isomorphisms which therefore imply the existence of induced 
isomorphisms li : Z, + Zi (1 ( i I _ n) and rlr : Zr --f Y, (I .<. i ,< n f 1). 
Let ri (I :g i 5 n) be the projection defined by ri Izi -= lzz and ri Iz, ~~ 0 
if j + i. Define pi E E(ZJ, 1 < i -?I 2n, by 
and 
Pni ? 2= ~lP$dZ1 (1 a< i < n), 
and let p : {pi : 1 -< i :I 2721. Then clearly N % F(Z, , TV.). 
It is important for the proof of Theorem 2 that, in this construction, Z, 
and p are independent of the choice of Ur as a complement of ker XY in N. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF r AKD L 
THEOREM 1. Let =1 be a finitely generated Iz algebra and let y = 
ki 1 1 -T i < 2n) be an ordered set of 2n elements which generates .-I. L‘et M 
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be a right A module and yi (1 .< i < 2n) be the vector space endomorphism of M 
induced by gj . Denote by r(AZ) the k(Z, x 2,) module F(M, y), where y = 
{ri : 1 5; i E< 2n). Then D[r(;IZ)] is isomorphic to E(M). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and the fact 
that E(:Q’) is the algebra of vector space endomorphisms of Ad which commute 
with each element of y. 
Let .ti be the category of right A modules and Y’ the category of right 
k(Z, x Z,) modules. Denote by YY the full subcategory of 9 generated by 
the object set {N g r(M) : 32 E .&). Define the functor r : .-I --f Y,, by 
M F+ r(M), f(B:M* M’) -= e @ Iv. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a functor L : ‘YV + 2s;’ such that L 0 r is naturallJt 
equivalent to id,, . 
Proof. Suppose NE F& . Then N satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2 
with n = i 1 y 1 (where 1 y 1 is the cardinal of y). Suppose that the construc- 
tion used in the proof of Proposition 2 is performed and let A’ be the algebra 
of endomorphisms of Z, generated by the elements of I*. Then (since N E F?,,) 
there is an epimorphism h : A --f A’ such that h(g,) = pz , (1 :g i zg 2n). 
So Z, may be made into an A module by defining, for all x E Z1 and a E A, 
za = zh(a). This A module will be denoted by L(N). It is uniquely defined 
since Z1 and p depend only on N. Since NE 3,, , there exists ME .G? and an 
isomorphism 4 : N - r(M). The construction of r(M) in Theorem 1 (and 
Proposition 1) implies Z,+ == M @ 71 . Let 6 : L(N) 4 ICI be the A module 
isomorphism induced by the composite of 4 /=, and the map M @ 71 + AI, 
m ,@ 71 if nz. 
Suppose also N’ 6 gY . Then there exists M’ E .d, an isomorphism 
4’ : N’ + r(M’), and the corresponding isomorphism 4’ : L(N’) - M’. It 
was shown in Section 2 that hom[( U, 01, p), (II’, OL’, /3)] is the direct sum of 
two groups d C {(19,,)~~~<~> and ,?Y C {(Oij)1,-,z<j.~3}. It is easily verified that, 
if (U, CI, p) = r(M) and (U’, DL’, /3’) = r(M’), then each element of d has 
the form 8 @ I “, where 0 E hom(M, M’). Thus 0 E hom(N, N’) has a unique 
expansion in the form 0 = +(B @ 1 y + u) 4)-I, where u E ,Y. 
The required functor L is defined by 
N i--t L(N), +(e @ 1 y + 0) C’-1 t--t $0 +‘-I, 
It follows easily from the proof of Proposition 2 that L 0 r is naturally equiv- 
alent to id&, . 
The functors r and L induce maps 
r : qkq + qrpq] and L : qrp)] + E[L o rpq]. 
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These are ring homomorphisms. The homomorphism r : E(M) - E[r(M)] 
is the map 0 + 8 @ 1 ,,which has image D[r(M)]. LetL* : E[r(M)] - E(M) 
be the homomorphism defined by 
\o L*(o) = ,. if 0 t Jr(M)] 
if 0 = 0 @ 1 y E D[r(M)]. 
Then L* is a right inverse for IY 
4. DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS OF IV2 AKD r(M) 
It is clear from the construction of r that if, for some index set I, M mm-~ 
@itlM, , then r(lW) -mm OlEI r(M,). In this section it will be shown that 
each decomposition of r(M) IS isomorphic to one of this form. For finite 
decompositions this follows from Proposition 6. I of [3], which ma?- be stated as 
PROPOSITION 3. Let e and f be idempotents belonging to E[r(M)]. Then 
(i) e and f are isomolfphic if and only if L”(e) and L*( f) are isomorphic; 
(ii) e is isomorphic to I’ c L*(e); 
(iii) if ef == fe, then e r f if and only q L*(e) L”( f ); 
(iv) L*(e) = 0 ifand only ife =- 0, andL*(e) = I if and only if e 1; and 
( ) ‘. p . ‘t’ 1 y d 1 yL*(e) is primitive. v ezs rwtn rzez an on yz 
For infinite decompositions a result similar to Theorem 6.7 of [3] is re- 
quired. In the present case it is clear from the construction of L in Theorem 2 
(and Proposition 2) that L commutes with direct sums. The following proposi- 
tion is therefore sufficient. 
PROPOSTION 4. Let NE 9,, and suppose that, ,for some index set I, IV 
OkI N, , where Xi E Y Qi E I. Then Ni E YJ Qi E I. 
Proof. Since IV t FJ.,, there exist &Z t .d and a* isomorphism 4 : it’-+ r(M). 
Let rj E E(N) be the idempotent such that Nj == Nei . Then ei = dj -1 ji 
where 4-m’ di$ E D[r(M)], &ljid E /[r(M)], and di is idempotent. Part (i) of 
Proposition 3 implies that A’? is isomorphic to :Vd, Since 4-l d,+ -=~ H @ I y 
for some idempotent 0 t E(M), A’di is isomorphic to r(M3). Hence Ndi E Y., 
and so also N t 9 
The following tl;eorem summarizes the relation between direct decomposi- 
tions of k(Z, x Z,) modules which belong to Y., , and direct decompositions 
of Ag modules. 
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THEOREM 3. Let NE Y.fl and I be an index set. Then ,V has a direct decrm- 
position 
i\i E @ ;y; , .vi t Y, vi E I 
LC7 
7y and only if;11 = L(N) E .rJ I zas a direct decomposition 
5. PROPERTIK cz n,, MODULES 
Let A,,-,(k) be the algebra of (fz -, 1) x (x + 1) matrices over R with 
zeros everywhere except on the diagonal and in the last column, where the 
elements &e arbitrary elements of k. Then An+l is generated b!- the 2n + 1 
clemcntaty matrices eo,) , e,,) , eii (I <’ i 5:: a) which satisfy e,,e,,? - 8,,e,, . 
nlitchell [9, Ch. IX] shows that any An+l module X2 is equivalent to a diagram 
of vector spaces with the same endomorphism ring as 112. If e,,, is injective 
on the image of e,, (1 z< i 5; n), then Af is equivalent to a vector space T_: 
A’Ile,,, and a set K = {Kj = Mee,,, , I ~1 i < n) of subspaces of 1. with 
the property that E(M) is isomorphic to E(C’, K), the algebra of endomor- 
phisms of C which leave invariant each element of K. 
Such s\-stems of vector spaces and their endomorphism algebras are studied 
in [2] and [5]. The results of these papers can be translated into propositions 
concerning A,,, 1 modules. In particular Corner’s Theorems 2. I and 2.4 [5] 
may be stated (in part) as 
'~IlEORFhl 4 (Corner). Let E be a k algebra admitting a set xY qf generators 
of cardinal / .Y / less than xi , the jirst strongly inaccessible cardinal. Let 
-I’ ~ 1 ’ c < X, . Then theve exists a A, module M zuitk Me,,, B (5) kc 
and E(Izf) s E. If c is infinite there exists a rigid system of 2’ such modules 
[ix., Hom(lll, 123’) rP Of or every two distinct members 1V and :?l’ qf the system]. 
6. ~IODULAK REPRESENTATIONS OF Z,, x %,, 
Since fl, is finitely generated it is possible to choose d = A, (and to 
choose for y an ordered set of 2n >:, 12 elements which generate A,J in the 
constructions of Theorems I and 2. Then Theorem 4 implies 
4sxii15:1-7 
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rI‘HEOREM 5. Let B he a k algebra admitting a set S of generators with 
1 *Y 1 c, Xi , and let S j -;- 1 ” c _ xi Then there exists a right A, module 
M, with E(M) lz B, such that X r(,l/) E V.,, has the properties 
(i) (3n -, I)c dim,. I:’ dim,, I\- (3n t- I) dim,. M .’ 6(3n -+- 1)c dim,C B, 
(ii) E(A-) is a split extension of a nilpotent ideal J(N) by /l(N) 2; B. 
If c is infinite, there 2C’pairuGse nonisomorphic choices of LlI and iv. 
By making suitable choices of R it is possible to deduce the following 
results from Theorems 5 and 3. 
‘I‘HEORERI 6. 
(i) For each infinite cardinal c s.. N, , tlwe exist indecomposable k(Z,> x Z,,) 
mociul~s X with dim,. A?7 c. 
(ii) For each infinite cardinal c ’ _ N, , there exist k(%,, ,K ZD) modules ;Y, 
with dim,< AT ~~ c, such that :\- has no indecomposable direct summands except 0. 
(iii) There exist indecomposable k(Zl, 2: Z,,) modules R,, , 1V, , X2 such that 
(ib-) For each integer q there is a k(%,, + Z,,) module X such that m, IV T; m,Av 
if and only if ml m2 (mod q). (Here m ‘2; &n&es the direct sum of m copies of A-). 
‘The proof of this theorem is identical with the proofs of X.2-8.7 in [3] 
(but in the case of (iv), set [6] for the existence of suitable R). 
‘The existence of arbitrarily large finite dimensional indecomposable 
representations of Z,, Z,, is guaranteed b! 
~-‘rwPOsrTroN 5. For each integer NI of the,form m (312 -1 1)~ Kith ?l 5 
and Y a 6, there exists an indecomposable k(Z,, x Z,,) module -\- with 
dim,. ,\: m. 
Proof. In the constructions of Theorems 1 and 2 choose .-i :- ilj (and let y 
be an ordered set of 2n 10 elements Lvhich generate Z4). The existence of 
indecomposable iI5 modules 11 with dim,, .II I’ for any Y -- 6 satisfying 
Y f 0 (mod 3) may be deduced from the results in the Appendix of [2] 
(where all such modules with trivial endomorphism algebra are listed in the 
form of a vector space 7.’ and set K of four subspaces of U). Solutions for 
Y -= 0 (mod 3) may be realized by reinterpretation of results of Nazarova [IO]. 
(A solution for 7 0 (mod 6) is implicit in [2].) A complete list of finite 
dimensional indecomposable 11, modules will be published elsewhere. 
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The constructions of Sections 2 and 3 may be modified to give functors 7 
and L relating a certain category Y, of right k’(Z, :< Z,) - [or A’(%, s Z, x Z9) --I 
modules to the category of right modules over a finitely generated k’ algebra 
(where k’ is a field of characteristic 2). ‘l‘he constructions for k’(Z? x Z1) 
modules arc sketched in this section. 
.t vector space C,” ’ ’ over 12’ can be made into 
actions on 1,‘ of the gencra- 
tors of Zz x Za to he the automorphisms x’ and p’ represented b) 
a.z(I1l;;;,;) and fl=(:;‘;‘,;;;;,] (7.1) 
I’ I 
with 
cQ’/&’ :< jll’\Y.~‘. (7.2) 
Suppose also p : C:,’ + C.:,’ and No’&’ : I:]’ - L’,’ arc isomorphisms, and 
ker q’ n ker &’ = 0. Then the algebra B( I;‘, CY’, B’) of k’(Z, x ZJ) module 
endomorphisms of (C’, CY’, B’) is a split extension of the nilpotent ideal 
J( C.“, CK’, p’), which has elements of the form (B,j)l.:j, i 4, b!- the algebra 
D(7:‘, N’, fl’) consisting of all elements of the form (Hi,), , ., which satisfy 
N,, pf4,/3, (7.3) 
Bl,cu,‘p-’ := “*‘p--~f~22 ) O& = P,‘H,, ) (‘7.4) 
U,,a2’ == cY2’044 ) fl&?,’ :- p/3& . (‘7.5) 
The Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) are essentially identical with (2.6)’ and (2.7)’ and 
so the constructions and arguments of Sections 2 and 3 can be carried through 
with very little change. The essential change in the constructions of F( TV+) 
and r are in the proof of Proposition 1. They map be described as follows. 
(Remember that the argument at this stage does not depend on the charac- 
teristic of the field.) Let JY’ = J; 0 I’,’ 62 J, @ J’a’ be a vector space 
with dim Ji,’ .=z dim J, =m n and dim JY,,’ = dim JIVzl’ ~~: 11 ~-~ 1 . Iden,tify 
I/,’ with VI , J!’ w-ith Jr2 , J,4’ with I’, (wiicre C;, , J/, , FTs are the spaces 
of Proposition I), and let 4 : J,’ + J3’ be an isomorphism. Let I:’ : 
1 TI’ ‘3 C,’ 0 U, @ l.;;! with L’,’ := TV 8% I-, (1 CC i ;< 4) and define 
p =- 1 w 0 4. Let q’ = n,/?, pl’ -= ,& , 01~’ == 01~ , ,B2’ : /?‘j$ (with 01~ , ‘12 ) 
& , p2 as in the proof of Proposition 1). Then F(JJ’, p) : (C’, 01’, E’) is a 
k’(Z, x Za) module with D( C:‘, 01’, B’) mu E( JV, p). 
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The introduction of an extra space into the above construction makes the 
statement of the result corresponding to Proposition 2 (necessary for the 
construction of the functor L) somewhat more complicated. It is 
PROPOXIXON 6. I,et A’ he u k’(%, .Z4) module. Let a and b be the generu- 
tars, and e the identity of Z, x Z4 . Let x and y be the aectov space endomor- 
phisms of J\’ induced by n e aud b e, vespectizlely. In ovder that N be iso- 
morphic to F(W, p) for some T/V and p it is necessar-v cmd suficient that the 
folkoz&q conditions be sntisjied: 
(i) .\‘~r’.y _ 0. 
(ii) I,et c, 1 be a complement of ker ,x-v in :V. Let s I”, 
CTIpl Then c .I n 1 ‘:, 
01~ , y” 1 ti, p1 and 
l.:( 1 .‘Ul $ 0 and the sequence {C,.) of subspates of 
c’, and I -:% de$ned indurtizlely b3 
(iii) I., -= 6 Xei, I!‘~ = 8: ly, , 
7chere Sj (1 .” i . u) and I’, (1 , i 11 -~ 1) are isomorphic subspaces of N 
dejined inductizG’y by 
(a) (f 71 2r, then 
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(v) Let Q be a complement of ker y in ker xy. Then l’,+1 C Qy. 
(vi) Let I-’ It il = Y,+ly-l C Q. Then I;l~,,x C C:, . 
(vii) Let Yl’ = Xi y, (1 < i < n), and let C, = &!: Y,‘. Then A- : 
c, (jj! C’, 6 uz3 @ u, 
The proof follows the pattern of that of Proposition 2. 
The constructions of Y,, and the functors r and L now proceed as before 
and Propositions 3 and 4 and Theorem 3 may be proved for k’ (Z, x Z,) 
modules. Hence Theorem 5 [with 3n f 1 replaced everywhere by 4n t 2 
in (i)], Theorem 6, and Proposition 5 (with 3n + 1 replaced by 4n -{- 2) hold 
for k’ (Z, x Z,) modules. 
8. KEPRESENTATIONS OF Z2 x Z, x Z, 
A vector space L’ = Ur @ CT, over a field k’ of characteristic 2 can be made 
into a right k’ (Z, x Z, x Z,) module by defining the actions of the gene- 
rators of Zt x Z, x Z, to be the automorphisms of 0’ represented by the 
matrices 
Constructions and arguments similar to those of Sections 2 and 3 are con- 
siderably- simpler than before. Only the construction of suitable a, ,8, :y is 
indicated here. 
Let I7 m= I’, @ Vz be a vector space over k’ with dim I, = n, dim I/-:! = 
n + 1. Let W be a vector space over ?z’ and 
be an II x (n + 1) array of endomorphisms of W. Let L: -: C,‘r 0 U, where 
C[ kV @ I’, (; = 1, 2). Let 01 and ,G be the injections 01~ and & of U, to I!,‘~ 
as defined in the proof of Proposition 1 and, in the notation of that proof, 
define y : Cr - U, by 
tw 0 Pi)Y = C wPii 0 Oj > (1 <i<n). 
j=l 
Theorems 5 and 6 and Propositions 5 (with 3n + 1 replaced by 2n -i- 1, 
and n : - 4) hold for k’ (Z, x Z, x Z.J modules. 
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